The greatest scheme
of all
s the driest continent on Earth,
it has been a continual dream
f many Australians to be able
to bring water to the arid inland, opening up the millions of hectares therein
to agriculture, population and economic growth.
To date, the only large-scale water
diversion scheme implemented in
Australia is the Snowy Mountains
Scheme. But there have been many
other schemes that were imaginatively conceived to increase water
availability in Australia, but for various reasons have not been implemented.

1 WATER!

Perhaps the most famous - and most
controversial - of these has been The
Bradfield Scheme.
Dr. J.J.C. Bradfield CMGD.Sc. M.E.
(1867-1943), born at Sandgate Qld
and educated at Ipswich and the University of Sydney, designed the Sydney Harbour Bridge; was the
consulting engineer on the Story
bridge across the Brisbane River;
helped design and plan the University
of Queensland; engineered the building of Sydney's electric railway system; and was deputy Chancellor of the
University of Sydney from 1942 until
his death.
He was associated with a great range
of engineering work including the
Cataract Dam near Sydney and the
Burrinjuck Dam which formed part of
the Murrumbidgee Irrigation Area.

But Dr. Bradfield is possibly better
known for something that he did not
build - his magnificent plan for the
watering of inland Australia which he
presented to the Queensland government in 1938, following a lifelong
interest in irrigation and water conservation.

The arid interior of the Australian continent and the intermittent flow of the
vast river system that drains towards
Lake Eyre have acted as a challenge
to many men with dreams who sought
to make the dry lands blossom.
These dreams have two recurring features ... the filling of the dry bed of
Lake Eyre in the centre Australia in
the hope that evaporation from the
water surface would increase rainfall
in the vicinity, and the diversion of
Queensland coastal rivers to feed the
watercourses of the inland system.
Dr. Bradfield's plan involved diverting the waters of the upper reaches of
the Johnson, Tully, Herbert, Burdekin
and Flinders Rivers one into the other,
then into the Thompson, thence into
Lake Eyre, refilling it and, with
evaporation, creating a climate
change and rainfall throughout inland
Australia.
The Lake Eyre Basin has a total catchment of approximately one fifth of
Australia's land mass, with an average
annual rainfall of no more than 230
millimetres.....less than 10 inches.
(Continued overleafi
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On the other hand, the tropical northeastern section of Queensland is a land
of many rivers draining an area of
970,000 square kilometres with an average rainfall of 790 millimetres. It
contains the highest rainfall areas in
Australia.
It was such an obvious waste of Australia's most valuable asset - water that drove Dr. Bradfield to spend some
of his later years riding through
Queensland's "super wet" belt, surveying his dream.
On horseback, and armed with only
the most basic of surveying equipment, Dr. Bradfield fought his way
through the dense rainforests of the
mountains behind Innisfail and Ingham, to come up with the design for
his grand plan. Such was his skill, that
later engineers and surveyors could
find very little fault with the overall
concept of his plan, and the sites he
picked for his dams.
But, as is mostly the case with men
well ahead of their time, Dr. Bradfield's dream of turning Central Australia into what he called his
"Ghirraween " (A Place of Flowers),
also had its detractors.
Following his first concrete proposal
of the scheme in 1938 in a report to the
Queensland government, and having
great excitement and a large and loyal
basis of support, it wasn't long before
the criticisms started to come.
In evidence on the Bradfield Scheme
to the Commonwealth Rural Reconstruction Commission, an engineer H.P. Moss, A.M.I.E. (Aust.) - told the
commission that some parts of the
scheme were feasible, that many of
Bradfield's claims could not be justified, and that no firm opinion could be
expressed on other points without further technical investigation.
A more detailed assessment was made
in 1947 by W.H.R. Nimmo, chief engineer of the Stanley River Works
Board - later head of the Queensland
Water Resources Commission - in a
report to the Queensland government
on Bradfield's 1938 proposals.

His general conclusions were that
some portions of the Scheme were
physically impossible - for instance,
the building of a suitable dam with
sufficient storage capacity at Hells
Gates; that, at best, less than a third of
the diverted flow of 170,000 litres of
water per second envisaged by Bradfield would be attainable by any feasible modification of his original plans;
and that one of his levels was slightly
out and water would not gravitate between the Burdekin and Flinders Rivers.

ernment, the Bjelke-Petersen government commissioned its own study by
a consortium of Australia's leading
water engineers.
Bringing together four of Australia's
best-known hydraulic engineering
firms - Gutteridge Haskins & Davey,
Monro & Johnson, McIntyre & Associates, and Cameron McNamara - the
State government formed the Bradfield Study Consortium in 1984.
This report was never released.
Cabinet directed the Office of Northern Development to produce a Cost
Benefit Assessment of the Consortium
Report, indicating also Ways and
Means. The Northern Development
assessment was completed late in
1989.

Following a resurgence of interest in
the Bradfield Scheme, sparked by
criticism of the Burdekin Falls Dam
project, in 1981 Dr Eric Heicecker,
Senior Lecturer in Geology at Queensland University; Roy Stainkey, a
fourth generation Mid-West sheepman; and Hon. Bob Katter MLA, then
Queensland Minister for Northern Development, produced the Queensland
N.RA. Water Resources Sub-commit-

With the fall of the National Party
government, neither report was ever
made public. The Consortium Report
& Assessment and the Feasibility
Study were both public documents but
neither was published by the new Goss
government.

fee Report.

This report proposed using the waters
from the upper reaches of the four
coastal streams and diverting them
onto the Mid-West and Central Western Plains for irrigation of crops, cattle
fattening, timber farms and drought
mitigation for sheep.

In July, 1993, a major breakthrough
occurred when all of the relevant Shire
Councils of North & Central Queensland banded together to form the
Northern Australia Water Development Council.

Consequently, the Queensland Premier Sir Joh Bjelke-Petersen announced that the Queensland
government was going to move forward with this revised scheme, and
secured a commitment of $5 milion
from the then Federal government.
Following Fraser's 1983 defeat, when
the Bicentennial programme was axed
by the incoming Hawke Labor gov-

This body is intent on seeing that the
Bradfield Scheme is now given a fair
hearing, and intends to liaise with both
the Federal and State governments to
bring about this second great national
project -a project that will take Australia to its next level of development.

I
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The Snowy Mountains Scheme gave
Australia the post-war boost it needed
to become a nation of strength in the
1950's ... the N.A.W.D.C. believes
that the Bradfield Scheme will take the
nation into the 21st Century as a regional leader.

"Australia experienced the highest
level of unemployment of any nation
in the world during the Great Depression - more than 30 percent - we have
apparently learnt nothing. With real
unemproyment levers hovering towards 20%, we are repeating the mistakes of the thirties," be claims.

Compare our current situation with
what happened in the United States
under Franklin Deleanor Roosevelt
with his New Deal during the 1930's
Depression.

-

Another major breakthrough in convincing the politicians in Canberra of
the need for a long-term, national look
at Australia's rural infrastructure occurred in early 1995, when a bipartisan
group of Federal politicians from
across the full Party political spectrum
came together to support the concept
of a National Water Distribution
Scheme (N.W.D.S.).

"While Roosevelt was paying people
to work and building the USA into the
great nation it is today, Australia was
doing just the opposite," Bob Katter
says.

In times such as we are experiencing
now of high unemployment and low
economic growth, Australia should be
looking to massive public works programmes (such as Bradfield) to boost
employment.

-

By creating a large public works project such as Bradfield, the N.A.W.D.C.
hopes to give Australia the economic
boost it needs to not only once again
make it The Lucky Country, but The
Lucky Watered Country.

Instead of paying people unemployment benefits - paying them not to
work, Roosevelt instituted a programme that saw the building of the
massive Tennessee Valley Authority
project, and other such monuments to
clear economic thinking in hard times
such a s the Hoover Dam - then the
largest dam in the world - and the
strategic planting of 2,000 square
miles of trees to revitalise the degraded
and droughted mid-west - the US
heartland.

The greatest
scheme of all

'

Comprising WA Labor Shadow Minister for the North, Hon. Ernie Bridge-.
OAM, Hon. Bob Katter MP, former
Leader of the Nationar Party Rt. Hop,
Ian Sinclair, former Labor Minister for.
Transport Hon. Bob Brown, WA Liberal Senator Winston Crane, SA Liberarmember for Grey Barry Wakelin,
and NPA member for Parkes (NSW)
Michael Cobb.

The Bradfield Study*
Consortium Report, 19842,
T

his report was commissioned
by the Premier's Department of
the Queensland government,
and undertaken by four of Australia's
leading water engineering firms - Gutteridge Haskins & Davey, Mclntyre &
Associates, Munro & Johnson, and
Cameron McNamara.
This report was never released. The
Scheme proposed by the Bradfield
Study Consortium Report (BSCR)
was allocated only a limited percentage of the water resources of the area
under study. The B.S.C.R. study included ONLY the waters of the Upper
Herbert & Upper Ehrdekin Rivers- the-upper Tully and Upper Johnstone
we re m& iRaudedrThe st+.'%
terms- & reference a d
resources were limited-.-e.g. the preferred scheme,-Route &wasnohosted

in the Report. Route 8 was chosen to
avoid pumping costs and would appear to have rendered them negligible,
but pumping costs still appear as a
major item in the Study Summary.

Cabinet did not finance a proper costing of Route 8 M d i d direct the 0%
of Northern Development to carry out
a cost benefit assessment for consideration.

The BSC report was prepared from A Suinma~y&sessmentandFeasibilengineering parameters only with re- ity (cost benefit analysis) was prestricted and narrow terms of reference. pared by the Office of Northern
Development. It was completed just
Resale of land now irrigated, drought prior to the fall of the Gove~nment~ia
and flood mitigation, facilitation of the 1989. So neither it nor the BSC Re'mode of the Mid-West and Central port was released..
West existing water resource, inter
a h , needed to be factored.
.z

*
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Integral c o n s i k a t h s & a wa-engineering nature were not factored into.
t
h
a
w Rep&. 'Ehbraweq+eering.
figures needed to be inserted into an
assessment model with a
a&quate framework and terms of referena.
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The 'Other' Australia
The Unpopulated 'Lucky' Country
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he coastal strip
18.2% of Australia's landmass
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Yet
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The
Battle
for the
Inland
Unemployment: Over 1,000,000
Australians cannot find a full-time
job .....until the 1980s, official unemployment averaged 3%.....since the
1980s, it has averaged 9%. Real unemployment hovers close to Depression levels of 20%.
Hopelessness: Australia has the highest youth suicide rate in the
world .....Australia has one of the lowest birth rates in the world.
Debt: Australia's bankruptcy rate is
one of the highest in the world .....until
the 1980s it averaged around 3,000

p.a .....for the last five years it has averaged around 15,000.

Balance of Payments increases debt
.,..Debt increases our annual interest payments: Every -month, over.
$1,500 million goes out of the country
more than comes into the country. If'
we had this money, every three months
we could build aBradfield Scheme, air

condition every home in inland Australia, and dig-a canal andfill Lake
Eyre with sea water.
The interest paid on the Federal gov- e m n t debt, two years ago* was
$3,886 million .....in the 1996 year, it
will be-$9388. milliorr.....20% of our
entire tax revenuewill g q t o the banks
for interest and repayments

.

DROUGHT
*

*

Drought has arguably halved
wheat production in 1981-82,
1991 and 1994;
Drought takes millions of tonnes of topsoil away from the
land;
Drought causes (with the
drought-breaking rains) large
scale erosion;
Drought causes massive destruction of Australian wildlife.
Drought's damage is long
te rm.... the last drought in

Drought
Proofing &
Flood
Mitigation:; :

*

r.

North Queensland (198688) resulted in 97,000 cows
being slaughtered in excess
of normal processing levels. These cows would
have produced 64,600
calves a year .....this annual
production loss is, of
course, a recurring loss.
The loss to North Queensland is $72 million every
year.

cl0clclcl
Dreught.Assistance an
Estimated
$1,000,000 p.a
Total Value of Drought Proofing

Flood MitigatienCane

Loss of sugar productiorr though
flooding (and to a smalIdegree,mate.r- L,
logging) and the cost of property loss
Increased slaughtering of females dur- in general in the Lower Herbert basin
ing thedrought years{i.e. 1986- 1!?88+ is difficult to quantify. The Cameron
were 97,000 head. The 9 7 , € W w ~ c ~ a m a & F k S OWmagement
d
Study
60% calving rates represenhad an- I980skatt~tkMk0sha1-k~25.~+
nuakpmktion lass of 60,000head@ flood at $8;87!T~oOOtan.average lass
kZu)per h d (proecssed cost)
of $360,Wyear. HtRvevet; if two 1:
*. : . in-50 gear fk~~dwm&.one
+in-100
..
-ti*'- ;
year flood damage is added, this figure
Estimated
$72,000,000 p.a.
would then be doubled. CPI-increase
allowed for over 9 years would double
Sheep Drought Losses
this figure, again giving an annual loss
Sheep losses are far harder to quantify. of around $Im p.a. A similar figure for
Lambings are nearly 20% lower than the Tully would produce annual losses
in the rest of the State, but income of over $2m.
from sheep is far less than from cattle. More importantly, a simultaneous -Losses of 5% from annual woolclip of flooding in the upper and lower Her$60m wmld.%em to be a not unrea- bert, which has not occurred since
sonable figure European Settlement (but is part of

Cattle Drought Losses

'-

tittle-~rou~ht-hsses

Sheep Drought Losses an
Estimated
$3,000,000 p.a.
Drought Assistance

Aboriginal legend of the area), would
result in substantial loss of life and
massive property loss -

Flood Mitigation & ean6 Losses
an Estimated
$2,000,000 p.a.

- Dr- grants and s u b % i . s a ~ e &
cannot be quantified because there are
Total Drought Proofwg &
- a pietitma of a s s i s t a m . It i s - ~ o ~ s k b Flood
Mitigation Savings:
. .ered that a figure of $ln~wouldnot be
excessiw-

$7$00Q,OQQ~.
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Office of Northern
Development's
Summary
Assessment and
Feasibility of the
Revised Bradfield
Scheme
his Report was never released.
Whilst it was of an exploratory
nature, it was undertaken to
provide some hard figures.
The Fraser Government had, prior to
this, allocated $5 million for a full feasibility study. The Government fell before it was undertaken. The Queensland
Government then allocated $0.5 million
for an abbreviated study.

T

This study, it must be emphasised as
stated above, was never to be a wmprehensive report. It did not even cast-out
its preferred route, Route 8. The money
allocation was simply for an overview
costing.
It did not include any contribution from
the Upper Tully or the Upper Johnstone.
It did, along with the T.M.H.E. Report,
provide ancillary information which enabled this report to produce amrate
wst and yield figures for both these
basins.
It must be emphasised that the Summary
Assessment and Feasibility does not include seven factors:
"One pumping station should be eliminated by Route 8 (Route 8 is the post
script preferred route) This should
markedly reduce pumping costs.
"Night Pumping and Hydro-Electric
contribution - will further reduce operating costs from the scheme. More detailed work would need to be undertaken
to confirm these assertions. Real night
pumping costs are only around 25% of
electricity charges.
"Wages would comprise an estimated
50% of the cost of construction. The
cost of each job created by the project is
off-set by the removal of one person
from unemployment benefits. This
"dole reduction" effect should lower the
"real" cost of construction by over 25%.
"Figures for drought losses are grossly
inadequate because of difficulties in

producing an objectively quantifiable
assessment.
"Figures for sheep production stabilisation and increases are again grossly inadequate, once again because of
difficulties in producing an objectively
quantifiable assessment. Anecdotal information would indicate that increased
wool production could be understated
by a factor of ten.
T.C.S. - the sugar content of cane - in
the super wet belt is some 15% less than
in the rest of Queensland. What percentage of this is a result of waterloggingand
excess water, and what percentage isdue

to a lack of sunshine cannot be established. If half of this 15% deficiency
was excess water, savings from the
Bradfield Scheme could be over $10
million per annum.
"Replenishment of shallow weirs and
dams, if built along the Flinders and
Thompson Rivers, would enable us to
utilise part of the huge flows.....3.8 million megalitres in the Thompson alone.
This could facilitate an increase in the
following farm product figures by between 5-10 percent.

Benefits of the Revised
Bradfield Scheme
t is envisaged that the
Revised
Bradfield
Scheme will .....
Droughtproof 15% of
the surface area of
Queensland;

I

The Office of Northem Development proposed the closure and
capping of the Artesian Bores dong the
Bradfield canals. Stations nat on.Bradfii.
irrigation canals will
be able to use water
thus saved for on-station fattening and
droughtproofing;
Two meatworks will
be built to cater for increased beef production;
One paper pulp mill
will be built to process
timber farms;
The Pentla~dpower
Station will ultimately
be necessitated by an
increased power demand with a 50% increase in the North
Queensland population;

Four cotton gins will
be built .....two in the
Central West and two
in the Mid West;
Another sugar mill
will be needed in the
Ravenshoe/Innot Hot
Springs area;
Increase export earnings of $2,550 million
P4
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91,800 jobs will be
created (36 jobs for
every $1 million in increased earnings);

*

Protection of Ingham
against the simultaneOus upper and lower
flooding,
which
would cause a projected loss of some

200 lives (SES estimate);
The building of the
phosphate plants at
Duchess and Mount
Isa.
Fertiliser de-

mand will dramatically increase because of increased
farming.
CiClClCiO

Eucalyptus
Forest.Timber
Paper Pulp
(Fodder,Activated Carbon)
200,000 mgl is allocated for irrigation of eucalypt forest for
woodchip.
5 mgl per hectare is required
to produce 35tIhalyr.
Woadchip debarked green at
port is woith $75/t (OF$140/t
bone dry) for 40,000 ha of forest.
Value Of Production of Cultivated
Forest Timber as Woodchip
<-

$1. 05,000,000
.

Tbe Lea proposed for timber producti0.n is 40,000. ha of .what is locally,
known as the "desert counfiyn, red
massive soils of poor quality south;
west of Pentland. Valuable returns cam.
be achieved on this area in preference
to using water on western downs for
cotton since here it provides: .

. .
Dlversltication:
Economy of area depends upon world price of cattle,
sheep, cotton, paper pulp, not just the
"CCS" - cotton, cattle, sheep. :,.

.. .

Utlllslngthe cost of
pumping over the range h a s b be met..
Cost perunitrdp-dss
than,
if used on the downs for mttoa: *- -

.. .

Utlllslng the -major
losses from the extremely hot diy conditions - the high evaporation rates of
the Western Downs and west of the
Great Divide are sustained as is the
great length of channel losses 300 km
t@ evaporative rates of 2,500mm per
annum (evaporation rates of 8 feet per
year).

Eaper
can be facilitated
by this volume of production with a
processed product - paper pulp, worth
some $500m per annum to the Australian economy.
BY-PRODUCTS
A significant extra as asourceof preduct-incsmeme the-by-praducts;pactitularly the' production of activated
carbon and other carbon products.
These are too indefinite, however, to
quantify.

irrigation routes, considerably contributing to the conservation of this
still dwindling resource. .-.

Increased &
Sta bilised
Cattle
Production

Mid west towns can secure vastly improved drinking water from Bradfield
channels.

tations contingent to the irrigation channels can take 400 mgl
each to permanently irrigate 40
ha of pasture for cattle fattening (or
lamb weaning) or drought feeding of
breeding stock during a prolonged dry.
(Bullocks would be sent to agistment
to feed lots during a prolonged dry).
Artesian bores can be closed off along

Both these measures will substantially
reduce the pressure on the artesian
aquifer. Some of this water conserved
by these measures can be reallocated
for similar cattle fattening and drought
mitigation projects on stations off the
Bradfield channels. Thus the average
turnoff age of cattle - five years old can be reduced to 2 years only and

S

Pastoralists can secure their stock watering from Bradfield channels.

turnoff ratios.would consequently increase from 1:7 to 1:3~12In the rest of
Australia, the average turn-off is two
beasts for every seven in the herd. The
cattle population of the mid-west region and contingent areas is 1.4 million head.
Annual cattle turnoff will therefore increase from 200,000 to 400,000 head
@ value added (i.e. processed price) of
$1,220 per head.

The increase in the value of cattle
production would be $240111per annum.

Liss

...........................................

of Revised

Scheme
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BSCR states: total costs of the project ........... 1.75
Cost delivery
the farm gate. ....... 0.25
BSCR Total Cost therefore. ................... 1.95
However, these are 1984 costings.
No earthworks price index exists. Cement
has increased by some 33-113% (162.6 te
217) using 33-113% as the Cost Price
Index movement - increase in cost of scheme
(of 33-113) adds $0.6sb to project ~ t s .........
.
TOTAL COST OF SCHEME
AT 1989 PRICES .... - - -.-...... - ......... $2.60b

m

$h

.-Unlike previous irrigation schemes (all
undertaken in marginal
farmine
"
" areas) this
scheme services a narrow band along t h e
canals at "grazing land" prices of $%/ha
andksells the land at irrigation f m -'
prices of $1,625/ha.
There is 110,QOOha bfn-i
farm land(i.e. land pmvided with zkatenaltocation
of7,mgha) that will besesumed and resold.
The grosssu@s f m the resele sf-this
land would be $L575ha ($1.625 - $5Qk-., ,. .
A further 110,006 ha'can be resumed ahd
resold for opportunity farming (whenever
dams are at full supply level wnearfuIk
supply level andloif& cattle and sheep
grazing @ $400 per ha).. ..................... 0.044The 40,000 ha reserved (fbr commercial
pulping) @ $300ha will prwide a
further.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.012
TOTAL REDUCTIONS ,
0229-

.................

Net Capital Cost of
Scheme: $2.371b

-

Australia,- The.
Foodbowl of Asia
or far too long, Australia has
ignored the burgeoning market
of our neighbours to the North
in nearby Asia. This market is one of
the fastest growing markets in the
world which, along with the area's
population growth, presents one of the
most exciting challenges ever to be
faced by our nation.
It is considered unlikely that with the
population growths as depicted below,
Asia will eventually be unable to feed
itself. There is onty one nexby source
of food for this massive mar-*ket .....Australia.

F

But, to become the Foodbowl of Asia,
Australia has to pull itself out of the
developmental doldrums that has
plagued us since the completion of the
Snowy Scheme and begin to look at
major developmental projects that win
enable our nation to take its rightful
place as the food supplier of this massive market.
Schemes such as the Bradfield
Scheme wiU be the only way that we
can develop our inhnd bybringing
water to it and begin to grow the crops,
beef, sheep and vegetables that wilF
take Australia into the Asian sphere,
and into the 2 1 s t a n t u r y of econoinie
development.
The table below indicates the p o p u k
tion growth in the countriesringing the
Pacific Basin. By the year 2009 there
will be an extra 535.7 million people
in this, our trading area.....more
mouths to feed ..... more people
to
. clothe .....and provide fuel, energy and
other needs.
The economic growth of countries like
China are around 15% and the Asian
Tiger economies are bettering this.
Their purchasing power is growing
even faster than their population
growth.

.

Revised Bradfield Scheme
in closer detail

1

l r r n * s a

Cairns

Townsville

1
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(Note: Stylised Representation Not Necessarily to Scale)
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The National Water
Distribution Scheme
n early 1995 a major
breakthrough in the political fight to get Bradfield moving
- occurred
when IIon. Ernie Bridge
OAM, a long-sewing minister in the W.A. Parliament
and current Shadow Minister for the Northwest, met
with the Federal Member
for Kennedy, Hon. Bob Katter MP, himself also a highly
experienced senior Minister
in the Queensland government, in Canberra to discuss
the formation of a National
Water Development Committee.
The purpose of the politically bipartisan committee
that resulted from this meeting is to co-ordinate a National Water Distribution
Scheme that will include the
Bradfield Scheme. the Kim-

I
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By taking these people off
unemployment benefits and
giving them work, the real
cost could be as low as only
$260 million per year for 15
years .....the Federal government is now spending
$15,000 million a year on
dole
payments .....and
achieving absolutely nothing in national income or in
improving national infrastructure.

berley-Perth Pipeline, the
Daly Scheme in the N.T.,
and the Clarence River Diversion in northern N.S.W.
These four schemes will
produce $5,000 million per
year in direct export earnings for Australia from an
outlay of around $7,000
million .....or $460 million
per year for the 15 years it
will take to build all the
schemes.
But the real cost of this programme may be only two
thirds to one half of the projected total cost because the
number of people who
would be employed to work
on the schemes would of
course result in a corresponding fall in the number
of people on unemployment
benefits.

In 1994, the Federal government spent nearly $390
million on 'one off' Foreign
Affairs items:

1

$90 million on the
new Foreign Affairs
building in Canberra
($168 million final
cost);

$20 million given to
Yasser Arafat and
his P.L.0;
$100 million donated to Vietnam;
$7 million given to
the Irish Prime Minister;
$42 million on the
Laos Friendship
Bridge;
$50 million approximately to the World
Bank.
The Arts got a special boost
in 1994 of $252 million
over four years.
Whilst the Goss government in Queensland found
nearly $2,000 million over
the past four years to improve the railway system
around Brisbane and for a
'playground' for city dwellers on the South Bank of the
Brisbane River, not one cent
has gone into water infrastructure in the State.
16.5% of Australia's workforce is being paid some
form of benefit because
they cannot find work.
The Federal government is
now spending over $15,000
million per year to pay these
people not to work.
Better surely that we pay
them to dig ditches and pour
concrete to take water from
where it is not needed and
doing damage, to where it is
so desperately needed .....to
where our nation's great
storehouse of risks .....to
where our cattle and sheep
herds are dying .....to where
our Australian flora and
fauna are dying at the hands
of nature's cruel side.

